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Osizweni Education & Development Centre, a Sasol initiative established in 1991, is a service organisation that aspires to support teaching and 

learning of Mathematics, Science and Technology (MST) across all life stages.

The Osizweni logo symbolises the rising sun which signifies the new life and opportunities that stem from education. Osizweni is a Nguni name 

meaning “A place where help is found”.

An introduction to Osizweni

AIM
We ultimately aim to become 
South Africa’s best Science Cen-
tre responsive to the educational 
needs of 
communities.

We want to be an Education 
& Development Centre of ex-
cellence, recognised as leader 
in Mathematics, Science and 
Technology.

MISSION

VISION

Our Centre strives to sup-
port sustainable develop-
ment of people across all 
life stages through focused 
education and training 
programmes.

VALUES

Service: Striving to satisfy critical educational needs of our communities.
Challenge: We value working on tasks which stretch our potential.
Loyalty: Being part of Osizweni and committed to achieve its goals.
Honesty: Performing our duties with sincerity, truthfulness and integrity.
Family: To strive for a balanced lifestyle.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

• Implement interventions to support 
 teaching and learning in MST.
• Establish appropriate infrastructure 
 to deliver quality MST educational 
 programmes.
• Acquire, develop and retain human capital
 relevant to MST support programmes.
• Forge and sustain strategic partnerships.
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Message from the 
Board of Trustees Chairperson
“Osizweni prides itself on maintaining high levels of best practices relating to corporate governance and 
structures. As a Non-Profit organisation, Osizweni adheres to scrupulous governance and regulatory provisions 
governing its accountability and reporting frameworks”
It gives me great pleasure to report on yet another very successful year 
for Osizweni. Since my tenure as Chairman of the Osizweni Board, 
I can attest to the continuous emphasis that Osizweni has placed on 
education and its related disciplines in the various communities within 
the Govan Mbeki Municipality, Gert Sibande District Municipality and 
the different areas where the services of the Centre are requested. 
Having being part of this organisation for a decent period, it is evident 
to me that Osizweni has the validity of its business strategy in promoting 
Mathematics, Science and Technology Education for people across all 
life spans. I have no doubt that Osizweni has a great and sustainable 
future, as it is a resilient and robust organisation driven by relevant 
expertise and passion to make a difference in the lives of people.

Sustainable long-term financial viability

We are privileged to be associated with Sasol who founded the 
Osizweni Centre and continues to be our major sponsor and supporter. 
We are also grateful for the support from Dow, Honeywell and the 
Department of Science & Technology. The sustainability of Osizweni 
lies in the hands of donors and funders. We therefore value and sustain 
such strategic relationships with stakeholders that share in our vision 
and passion of MST education. 

The cost of maintaining Osizweni on its current premises places 
significant pressure on our ability to manage a more flexible budget; 
hence we need to apply more stringent cost management to counteract 

this risk. As such, we have put in place sound cost effective measures 
of sustaining the organisation, but at the same time ensuring that our 
strategic objectives and growth are not compromised.

Governance Issues 

The Board endorses the principles of the King Code, thus ensuring 
that best practices are applied. We have ensured that the two 
Board Committees are properly constituted with a Trustee member 
appointed in each Committee. We are committed to continuously 
review our board and committee mandates as well as structures and 
processes to ensure compliance and incorporating the appropriate 
King Code considerations. The Annual General Meeting forms part 
of our compliance with the Nonprofit Organisation Act, 1997 and is 
a demonstration of transparent reporting by the organisation. We 
believe that maintaining governance best practice and complying with 
all applicable legislative and regulatory requirements, positions us to 
conduct business in compliance within the regulatory environments in 
which we operate.

I wish to conclude by saying Osizweni’s contribution in MST education 
is discernible and truly promotes economic development. It is in this 
regard that we invite all stakeholders to participate and assist us in 
ensuring that Osizweni remains an organisation that meets the needs 
of its beneficiaries.

B. Ndaba

V. Gumbi

B. Magudulela

R. Wesi

M. Mboshane

M. Ramathe

W. Barkhuizen

J. Kokott

S. Venter
V. Smit

T. Chaphole

N. Mthethwa

R. MotsatsiJ. Mohlamoyane

M. Mahlangu

M. Ramokhothoane

L. Mathunyane
[Deputy Chairperson}

J.Dhlamini



M. Mahlangu
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Message from the 
HR Governance Chairperson

 POLICIES
 The year 2011 has been generally stable which allowed for smooth implementation of new HR systems and policies. We have implemented our
 new Performance Management System to all staff members after a successful pilot with the Management Team in 2010. We also initiated “Staff 
 Rotation Project” which we are monitoring with the view to develop appropriate policies and procedures. 

 RESIGNATIONS
 We said farewell to our famous Dr Rufus Wesi, who was seconded from Sasol. He has moved to a new role within Sasol Inzalo Foundation. 
 His expertise and passion will be greatly missed by all. Dr. Wesi leaves behind programmes and initiatives that will continue to benefit the centre 
 and its users. 

 STAFF DEVELOPMENT
 The Centre currently employs 26 fulltime staff members. We are committed to the development of our own employees and we are proud that 21 
 staff members are benefitting from our Bursary scheme. Our Centre is truly a learning organisation. Last year a total of R63 641.40 was spent 
 on our staff education and development.

 MARKETING
 We continue to implement our marketing strategy which is steadily improving our profile and exposure to numerous stakeholders. We have 
 received a number of monetary, in-kind donations and support for various projects.

I would like to thank the HR Governance team for their contributions and passion for Osizweni that is evidenced by the way they discharge their 
responsibilities. To all the members of the Board of Trustees for ensuring that there is proper governance and strategic direction. I would like to 
thank the Trustees whose term of Office ended in 2011 for their sacrifices and contributions to Osizweni. The staff of Osizweni Centre who serve the 
company with pride and passion. Remember “...there are many more mountains to climb” - N R Mandela.

 “...there are many more mountains to climb” N R Mandela. 

The HR Governance Committee provides support, advice and oversight 
in the development and implementation of Human Resource policies, 
systems and procedures for Osizweni. We are fortunate to have in our team 
diverse professionals whose contributions and expertise are helping us in 
making Osizweni an attractive non-profit employer. Our challenge is not only that 
we need to develop policies in line with legislation and the needs of our employees 
but also to cater for our students, learners and programme implementers. 

B. Ndaba

A. Ford

R. Wesi

J. Mohlamonyane
P. Bouwer

Q. Mbewe

V. Gumbi

M. Mboshane
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Change of the Financial Year end:

A recommendation was made to amend the financial year end to 
the end of February as opposed to the end of December due to the 
alignment with the legislation governing NGOs. This was subsequently 
and accordingly complied with by the Board of Trustees. 

Changes in the membership of the Committee:

It is a governance requirement to appoint a trustee member in each 
board committee. As such, Mr J Kokot, Senior Manager, Finance, Sasol 
Synfuels was appointed as a trustee member of the committee. We 
bid farewell to Mr T Honiball who served as a financial manager to the 
organisation. He was accordingly recognised for his sterling contribution 
to the organisation and was replaced by Ms S Venter whose contribution 
is proving to be very valuable to the committee and organisation as a 
whole.

The funding model of the organisation:

The organisation is funded by the donations received from various 
organisations, with the main sponsor being Sasol. Due to a very 
tight budget, additional funding is sourced to supplement the current 
sponsors’ funds.

Electricity:

A system that effectively and correctly bills the tenants of the terrain 
for the electricity consumption was put in place in 2010. It is pleasing 
to place on record that Osizweni is now receiving a return on the 
investment in this regard. 

In conclusion, the contributions of the committee members are 
appreciated and it is hoped, that for the benefit and support of the 
organisation, the members will continue serving with the determination 
they have thus far displayed.
 

Message from the 
Audit, Risk and Governance Chairperson

The main highlights of the year were the following:

The 2011/2012 year began very well with the objectives of the committee having been 
achieved. Given that MST education is one of the most important strategic pillars of our 

government, the core business of the organisation needs to be seamlessly aligned to that. As 
such, the objectives of the committee itself will continue to promote and support this end. 

A. Els

T. Chaphole

J. Kokott

R. Wesi

V. Gumbi

E. Campbell

S. Venter



Reflecting on a presentation that was made to the Managing Directors’ 
Forum on the activities of Osizweni a few years ago, a question was 
posed to me on what I considered as being the milestone for the 
organisation.  As I pondered about it after the presentation, I realised 
that the question was in actual fact deeper and more probing than it 
initially resonated.

MST is an integral part of modern society, whether or not everyone in 
society perceives or understands it. This variance in perception makes it 
very challenging to define science, as what is perceived to be essential 
knowledge for any modern day citizen in a developing nation may well 
be irrelevant in a developing economy. In reflecting on the thought 
provoking question with regards to the milestone of our organisation, 
I see the synergetic link between the question and innovative ways 
that Osizweni has been influentially driving MST programmes. This has 
lead to us achieving significant milestones according to our strategic 
objectives.   

As the shift towards a knowledge dominated economy and an increased 
pressure for a more comprehensive MST knowledge base emerges, 
Osizweni is also adapting to the changing landscape in MST.   However 
the sad reality is that South Africa is fast losing critical ground on its 
quest for meaningful economic development. One of the main reasons 
for this is the fact that as a country we lack the mathematical, scientific 
and technological building units of growing our economy and the 
challenges that our country is facing are becoming perilous.  

A close analysis of the 2010 and 2011 Grade 12 mathematics results 
reveals that the average pass rate is hovering around 34%. Did we 
expect anything better? The Trends in International Mathematics and 
Science Study (TIMSS), which is an ongoing project, measuring the skills 

of fourth and eighth graders in different countries, shows that South 
Africa is almost last in Southern Africa, which is dismally low.  It also 
goes further to validate that we lag behind Botswana, Swaziland and 
Zimbabwe.

So what goes on in our schools and beyond? What determines the 
success of implementing any curriculum document? We could affirm 
this by recognising the need for well trained and motivated educators, 
adequate supply of relevant equipment, learner friendly teaching and 
learning environments, positive attitudes to MST, development of 
scientific culture and many more reasons. However, irrespective of 
the enormous challenges encountered, Osizweni made commendable 
progress in the year under review. Collectively as a community, we 
narrowed the knowledge gap in MST through various intervention 
programmes for people across all life stages. 

EDUCATION IS TRULY A PEOPLE INTENSIVE ACTIVITY 
AND LABOUR OF CONSCIOUS PASSION.

There is no doubt that the Centre has boldly acquired state-of -the 
art educational equipment and has put in place world-class facilities 
to support teaching and learning of mathematics, science and 
technology over the past few years. However its true strength is in the 
quality of human capital the centre has assembled in all the prongs 
of the organisation. All structures of Osizweni are geared to fulfil the 
organisation’s mandate. This is evident from the Board of Trustees, 
the Board Committees, and down to every strategy implementing and 
strategy supporting department of the organisation. It is for this unique 
blending of the various elements of the organisation, almost functioning 
in a symphonic manner, that I call it a well oiled machine.

REPORT FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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“Irrespective of some key challenges within the South 
African education system which have glaring gaps, our 
tenure at Osizweni Education & Development Trust has been 
one of advocacy to intensify awareness of Mathematics, 
Science and Technology (MST) in the 21st century. The 
assertion that the Osizweni Education & Development Trust 
is making a significant contribution to Mathematics and 
Science education on the Highveld Region of Mpumalanga 
constitutes the content of this Annual Report of 2011.”

Mr. Velaphi Gumbi (Chief Executive Officer), Osizweni 
Education and Development Trust.

“There comes that mysterious meeting in life when someone 
acknowledges who we are and what we can be, igniting the 
circuits of our highest potential.” - Rusty Berkus

V. Gumbi
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ORGANOGRAM 

Finance
E. Campbell

Education & Learning
R. Wesi

Math Specialist
G. Pai

Science Specialist
H. Nakano

Marketing /PR
A. Ford

Accountant
P. Ndlovu

Accountant
I. Opperman

Marketing Admin
S Madonsela

Reception
B Mokone Sasol mobile lab

D. Maubane

Model lab
B. Manabile

Contracts & 
Safety
M. Madida

Science centre/
Career guide
V. Ndengane

HR
Q. Mbewe

Business
A. Els

Procurement/
Maintenance
W. Hodgman

Dow mobile lab
J. Sibiya

ECD
K. Sibeko

Program
Manager
J. Tshabalala

ECD
M. MasemolaICT

A. Mhlungu

ICT
E. Masango

IN
TE

R
N

S

Science Specialist
A. Tsipa

C.E.O - V. Gumbi

Although significant impact of our interventions is evident, we have only 
touched the tip of the iceberg.  The successful implementation of MST 
calls for collective approaches from all those involved in education, in 
sharing of experiences and ideas, networking, strategies, successes 
and failures.  MST is a global challenge and by forming communities 
of learning, it will create opportunities for us to find local solutions to 
elucidate these challenges. As one delves deeper into the iceberg, one 
takes cognisance of the purpose of life and our role as the players in 
making a picture complete. A monetary value cannot be attached to the 
difference that we make in the lives of people, instead the rewards are 
invaluable. As educators, we are defined by our being responsive to the 
needs of the society and our generosity of spirit in passionately giving 
more without expecting much in return. 

Osizweni is dedicated to invest further in educational interventions that 
will increase the pool of qualified MST specialists. Recipients of the 
teacher intervention programmes have now acquired higher and relevant 

qualifications in their respective fields. In saying that, a paradigm shift in 
one’s attitudes and leadership qualities is paramount in complementing 
ones personal and professional development, which in essence should 
be intrinsically driven. In order to do this, we need leaders who possess 
strong leadership attitude to guide and inspire every person in society. 
Can you imagine the world without a leader? It would be like steering 
a ship without a lighthouse! How relevant is this to our context of 
education!

The determining future of Osizweni ‘s campus is under review due 
to a number of factors that are currently impeding on its operational 
existence. Contributing factors include the exorbitant consumable rates 
for electricity and water, which poses a threat on the normal investment 
we desired for educational programmes. Cost effective approaches will 
be explored to ensure that educational interventions take up the larger 
slice of the budget.

Executive PA 
M. Moroe

Executive PA 
E. Carr

Assets/stores
E. Selepe

N Potwana

P. TshabalalaE. MegaS. MasekoE. Nkosi

L. Makuwa W. Ramakaba E. Selepe

G. Rathogwa B. Tshabalala S. Vilane T. Shabangu D. SeanegoB. MavusoN. Masilela

Maintenance
P. Sibeko &
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Programme Brief description/Programme details Challenge to be addressed Objectives/Desired impact Progress/Update

MST Educator 

Curriculum 

Support

This programme comprise a series of workshops 

organised in collaboration with the Provincial 

Department of Education in Physical science, Maths; 

Technology and ICT, covering a wide range of topics 

including effective teaching approaches, experimental 

work and the use of ICT in the classroom. The 

programme also offers support to educator conferences, 

symposiums and seminars and other educational 

activities aimed at empowering educators. Through 

this programme, challenges such as low competence 

levels and lack of relevant teaching skills amongst MST 

educators will be addressed. 

Low competence and classroom 

skills levels 

Technophobia & lack of ICT skills 

Low motivation levels

Enhance skills & content 

knowledge

Enhance basic computer skills

Empower educators to integrate 

ICT with classroom activities

• An Educator workshop on the Global Water Experiment

    Competition for schools in celebration of the 

    International Year of Chemistry was conducted with 

    more than 40 educators attending. 

• All the schools that participated in the Global Water 

    Experiment Competition under the supervision of Mr

    Shabangu won prizes for their schools.

• A science and maths educator workshop was conducted

     for 16 educators from Bushbuckridge in February.

MST Educator 

Scholarship

This programme leads to formal qualifications acquired 

from recognised tertiary institutions. Delivered 

through partnership with local tertiary institutions, the 

programme offers scholarship towards ACE, B.Ed (Hons) 

and M.Ed qualifications in Math Science and Technology 

to selected educators and Curriculum Implementers. 

The programme is aimed at enhancing educator skills 

and knowledge of subject content.

Low competence levels amongst 

MST educators

Enhance educator skills and 

knowledge of subject content

The 2011 enrolment by educators in the programme was as 

follows: 

• B.Ed Hons (OLG/UNW): 2 in their final year, writing

     research projects and 2 in their first year.

• B.Ed Hons (NWU): 6 – All completed with one of them

     obtaining 6 distinctions out of 8 modules.

• B.Ed Hons (UNISA): 3 completed and 5 currently writing.

• B.Ed Hons (UJ): 2 completed and 2 writing 

     supplementary exams.

• B.Ed Hons(WITS) all 3 Completed

• MEd (UJ): 2 currently busy with research projects.

Student 

Fellowship 

Programme

Implemented in response to the acute shortage of 

suitably qualified science educators, the programme 

awards full bursaries to suitable candidates to study 

towards B.Sc degrees followed by education profession 

qualification. Candidates are offered accommodation in 

the Osizweni premises and monthly stipend. Mentorship 

is provided by well-experienced Osizweni staff. The 

candidates also assist in facilitating the broader learner 

support programmes.

Shortage of qualified and 

competent MST educators

Increase the number of qualified 

science educators

•   19 students wrote exams in 2011.

•   156 modules were written with a 66% module pass 

     rate. A total of 6 distinctions were obtained.

•    7 of our weaker students have been enrolled in  North 

      West University for a B.Ed (Science) degree in 2012.

•    In September we held an MST awards function where

      deserving students received awards for their academic

      achievements in 2010.

GMM Schools 

support

Aimed at improving performance in grade 12 

Mathematics and Science subjects, the programme 

offers financial incentive and support to disadvantaged 

secondary schools in GMM to conduct additional 

school-based learner support in Math and Science.

Underperformance in Math & 

Science

Enhance both educator and 

learner performance

• The number of schools increased from last year’s 7 to 

      13, to include schools in Leandra and Bethal. 

• Learner enrolment is as follows: Mathematics (861), 

      Physical Science (836), Life Sciences (958), and 

      Accounting (526). 

• Programme started on 5 March and ended just before  

      the final exams. 

• The average pass rate of the schools increased from 

      59.5% in 2010 to 64.3% in 2011 which is almost 

      equivalent to the provincial pass rate. 

Model Science 

Lab (Hands-on 

experiments)

In view of the critical importance of practical work in the 

understanding and learning of science, this programme 

is aimed at rendering support to schools by allowing 

learner groups to visit the centre to conduct prescribed 

experiments in well-equipped laboratories. A typical visit 

may include the use of Computer-based educational 

programmes and a tour of the science centre.

Underperformance in Math & 

Science by learners.

Provide opportunity for hands-

on experiments by learners.

Enhance conceptual 

understanding of science 

• 34 sessions were conducted in this programme in 2011,

      excluding those that were seen during National 

      Science Week.

Mobile Science 

Lab

Two Mobile Labs are currently running. The Dow Mobile 

Lab and the Sasol Mobile Lab. Equipped with state-

of-the art science apparatus, these mobile facilities 

regularly travels to schools to conduct science shows 

and prescribed experiments. The Sasol Mobile Lab is 

equipped with the state-of-the-art PASCO equipment, 

while the Dow Mobile Lab houses conventional lab 

apparatus. Upon arrival on school premises these 

facilities convert ordinary classrooms into well well-

equipped labs within minutes.

Underperformance in Science 

by learners.

Provide opportunity for hands-

on experiment by learners.

Enhance conceptual 

understanding of science

• A total of 73 school visits have been conducted,

     excluding Bushbuckridge schools. 

• The mobile laboratory team spent 6 days in 

     Bushbuckridge to assist 451 science learners from the 

     8 partner schools with experiments and revision. Final 

     revision lessons were conducted again in October in 

     maths and science 

• 68 schools were assisted in Gert Sibande, there was an

     improvement in their matric pass rate from 56.1% in 

     2010 to 62.5%  in 2011.

• The Arthurseat Circuit pass rate went up from 34% in 

     2010 to 41% in 2011.

• The Mobile lab team went to John Orr College to assist 

     learners with matric revision and experimental work  

     over a period of 2 weeks. Mathematics revision 

     sessions were conducted and were well received.

• John Orr results improved from 68% in 2010 to 84% 

     in 2011 after our intervention

Table of Educational programmes 
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Programme Brief description/Programme details Challenge to be addressed Objectives/Desired impact Progress/Update

Project “A” The programme enrols well performing Gr. 10-12 

learners over a period of 3 years. Learners in the 

programme receive intensive and continuous academic 

support from Gr. 10 in the first year through to Gr.12 

through a range of activities including workshop, 

hands-on science experiments, computer based 

tutorials, industry visits, science camps, educational 

tours, computer literacy, life skills and career guidance. 

Activities take place outside of school hours and 

during school holidays. As the name aptly refers, the 

programme is aimed at ensuring that a cohort of 30 

learners will exit the school system at Gr. 12 level with

A symbols in Maths and Science annually.

Under achievement by learners 

with potential.

Maximise the potential of 

promising learners to achieve 

exceptional results.

• Ninety Grade 10, 11 and 12 learners were enrolled 

    from Kusasalethu, Kiriyatswane, Sizwakele, Thomas

    Nhlabathi & Osizweni Secondary schools, 30 from

    each grade.

• We had our first group of learners writing their final 

    matric exam in Oct/Nov.

• All 29 Grade 12 learners passed with 28 obtaining 

    exemption. 

• There were 27 distinctions in total with 7 in 

    maths and 4 in physical science. This was a 

    great achievement since we only had this group 

    for a year.

Career guidance 

sessions

Career guidance sessions conducted in a fully fledged 

career guidance centre will offer one-stop solution to 

assisting learners with career choices. School groups 

will be hosted in this facility on a regular basis.

Low enrolment in Math & Science Disseminate information on 

careers

Assist learners on the road 

towards self-discovery.

• Schools started to use the centre fully in

    February 2011. 

• 20 sessions were conducted for various schools.

• 1195 learners were served by the centre during the 

    2011 National Science Week.

• Individual learners also booked one-on-one

    consultations with the Programme coordinator. 

Sasol CSI 
Education 
Programmes

This involves Osizweni’s participation and support to 

Sasol’s CSI educational programmes such as Sasol 

Techno X and Mozambique Science & Technology 

Exhibition.

Support to Osizweni’s main 

funder in this important CSI 

project

Provide an informal learning 

environment through interaction 

with technology exhibits.

• Osizweni participated in the Sasol CSI visits in Komatipoort 

    and Bushbuckridge in July. 

• Dr Wesi and Mr Tsipa participated in the annual Sci-Fest  

    exhibition in Grahamstown alongside Sasol staff to perform 

    science shows.

• DST invited Osizweni to the official launch of the Northern 

    Cape Science Centre in Kuruman in October, where Dr Wesi

    and Mr Tsipa performed science shows.

• Osizweni participated in the 2011 Sasol Techno X during 

    15-19 August 2011 in Sasolburg.

National Science 

Week (NSW)

This is a national programme that is sponsored by the 

Department of Science and Technology and takes place 

annually.

Underperformance in Math & 

Science 

Low enrolment in Math & Science 

(esp. HG)

Provide an informal learning 

environment through interaction 

with science exhibits.

• A grant of R150 000.00 was secured from the Department of

    Science & Technology to implement the 2011 programme. 

• NSW took place between 1-5 August.

• The Osizweni programme featured more than 50 activities 

    and reached out to the following:

• 9385 learners attending at Osizweni

• 562 learners visited the Sasol Plant

• 2299 served by the mobile lab

• 327 general public attended

Toy Library The Toy Library houses a wide range of educational toys 

that are made available to ECD centres and parents on 

loan. This Library is a multi-purposed educational centre 

for the community, therapists and children. Pre-school 

learners aged 4-7 years from local early learning centres 

use the facility regularly, which features easy-to-use 

computer-based educational activities focusing on 

English and Numeracy. The centre is visited by children, 

parents and practitioners on a regular basis. The facility 

is also used for hosting practitioner training and parent 

workshops.

Underperformance in Math & 

Science

Limited resources for promotion 

of MST

Avail resources that are critical 

for development to young 

learners 

Instil basic technical skills

• 18 ECD Centres benefit from the library with a total of 

    6168 learners.

• Day-to-Day day care centre in eMbalenhle was assisted 

    with renovations by Osizweni staff on Mandela Day.

• The Centre held a Heritage Day celebration in September 

• An Education Care Competition  was held in October

Computer literacy/ 

Basic computer 

skills

This programme, which is open to members of the 

public focuses on imparting basic computer skill and 

computer literacy. The programme is conducted daily 

during weekdays in two computer labs.

Lack of computer skills amongst 

members of the public.

Empower members of the public 

with basic computer skills.

• A total of 149 people were trained in ICT skills during this

     financial year. This number includes 77 members of the 

     public, 51 educators and 21 school learners.
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Osizweni prides itself in the fact that its financial management 
systems for the past six years have been sound. In keeping with 
this tradition, we once again received a clean audit from our 
auditors KPMG Inc. for the year ending February 2011, validating 
the fact that Osizweni has sound financial integrity.

In promoting good corporate governance, the risk management, 
internal audit and compliance functions were carried out as key
areas to ensure efficient and effective systems control. Important 
interventions were undertaken, which included: 

•  Physical asset verification to ensure continuous monitoring  
 and maintenance of all assets.

• Implementation of a Risk Management Process.
• Tracking of risks and providing relevant interventions.
•  Revision of financial policies.

Financial Management Integrity

OPERATING RESULTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 29 FEBRUARY 2012

DISCRIPTION BUDGET ACTUAL VARIANCE %

INCOME 13 645 237 12 595 641 (1 049 596) (8)

GRANTS 10 538 737 9 677 427 (861 310) (8)

SASOL 8 938 737 9 179 579 240 842 3

OTHER 1 600 000 497 848 (1 102 152) (69)

INTEREST  RECEIVED 320 000 217 554 (102 446) (32)

OTHER INCOME 2 786 500 2 700 660 (85 840) (3)

OPERATING  EXPENDITURE 13 510 888 13 000 115 510 773 4

SALARIES AND BENEFITS 6 462 688 6 221 033 241 655 4

SERVICES (Utilities, Insurance, Maintenance, Security) 1 594 500 1 808 057 (213 557) (13)

ADMIN EXPENSES (IT, Transport, Stationery, Finance Fee) 1 240 700 1 915 455 (674 755) (54)

DEPRECIATION 1 100 000 709 220 390 780 36

MARKETING 208 000 84 462 123 538 59

EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS 2 905 000 2 261 888 643 112 22

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) 8 349 (404 473) (402 822) (4 825)
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29/02/2012

R'000

Operating profit/(loss)  (622)

Adjusted for depreciation 709

Cash flow from operations  87 

Movement in working capital  (489)

     Movement in trade and other receivables  (712)

     Movement in trade and other payables  223 

Cash (utilised)/generated by operations  (402)

Interest received  218 

Cash (utilised by)/available from operating activities  (185)

Additions to property and equipment  (197)

Cash (utilised)/generated by investing activities  (197)

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents  (382)

Cash and cash equivalents - at beginning of period  4 092

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period  3 711* 

 29/02/2012  28/02/2011 
 R'000  R'000 

ASSETS
Non-current assets  4 972  5 484 
Fixed assets  4 972  5 484 
Current assets  5 335  5 004 
Accounts receivable  1 413  621 
Other receivables  211  291 
Cash and cash equivalents  3 711  4 092 
Total assets  10 307  10 488 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Total capital and reserves  6 513  6 917 
Accumulated reserves  6 513  6 917 
Current liabilities  3 794  3 571 
Provisions - Leave  116  97 
Provisions - General  213  162 
Provision for doubtful debts  235  212 
Rental Deposit  51  49 
Grant/ Income in advance  3 179  3 051 
Total equity and liabilities  10 307  10 488 

CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 29 FEBRUARY 2012

BALANCE SHEET FOR THE YEAR ENDED 29 FEBRUARY 2012

* Income received in advance comprise R 3,179m of this balance.  
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OPERATING COST MOVEMENT FY2011 TO FY2012

OSIZWENI FY2013 BUDGET SPREAD (R15.4m)
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On behalf of the Osizweni 
Management and staff, we 
extend our humble gratitude to 
each and every one of you.

Our gratitude goes out to our major funder, 
Sasol. The company has once again given 
us an escalated grant for the financial year 
2012/2013. We also wish to acknowledge and 
appreciate the two American giants, DOW and 
Honeywell as well as SAASTA for their financial 
support and involvement in the activities of the 
organisation. Our gratitude also goes to the 
Board of Trustees, the Governance Structures, 
Staff and all our Stakeholders for the support in 
fulfilling the mandate towards achieving our MST 
objectives. 

With the confidence entrusted in us and the full 
support that we continuously receive, we would 
like to take this opportunity to say thank you.

In Appreciation
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Results
Osizweni is involved in numerous activities that require intensive and ongoing support from the dedicated 
education team. Through the effort put in, we are able to reap the rewards on a yearly basis.

Listed below are the results of various programmes.

Matric Results 
The table below indicates the Matric pass rate results for the Mpumalanga province; Gert Sibande region, which is Osizweni’s primary focus area 
as well as other Osizweni supported regions over a two year period. 

Rational for regions outside of our scope.

Bushbuckridge, Arthurseat circuit.

The programme was initiated following a request made to Sasol by the then MEC for COGTA and now DEDET in Mpumalanga, Mr. Norman Mokoena 
for Osizweni to assist in Mpumalanga’s worst performing circuit, Arthurseat with a total of 8 High Schools.

The average performance in 2009 was 6% pass rate. Our intervention pushed the eight schools to an average pass rate of 34% in 2010. The MEC 
had a function to celebrate this achievement; Sasol was recognised with an award for their contribution. The average pass rate of the eight schools 
was further improved to 40.7% in 2011.

John Orr

The programme was implemented from September 2011 at the request of Sasol Inzalo Foundation. John Orr is a technical high school based 
in Auckland Park. This is a Sasol supported school whose performance was not up to scratch, mathematics and science were identified as the 
culprits. Osizweni implemented a structured programme for grade 12 learners that ran in the afternoons and weekends. The School moved from a 
pass rate of 68% in 2010 to 84% in 2011.

Area Total Pass Rate +/-

2010 2011 %

Mpumalanga 56.8 64.8 8

Gert Sibande including Former Model C Schools 59.3 65.4 6.1

68 targeted Schools in Gert Sibande 56.1 62.5 6.4

Arthurseat (Bushbuckridge) 34 40.7 6.7

John Orr (Gauteng) 68 84 16
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OVERVIEW OF 2011 MPUMALANGA MATHEMATICS RESULTS

OVERVIEW OF 2011 MPUMALANGA MATHEMATICS RESULTS
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Mathematics Regional Resutls

The graphs below indicate the performance of Gert Sibande in comparison with the other 3 regions.

Number of schools and pass rate distribution

The graphs below indicate the performance of Gert Sibande in comparison with the other 3 regions.

EHLANZENI SCHOOLS 2011 MATHS PASS RATE
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Ehlanzeni 100% 90+ 80+ 70+ 60+ 50+ 40+ 30+ 20+ 10+ 0+ 0 Total

Number of schools 3 10 9 12 18 19 20 19 16 8 3 0 137

% 2.2 7.3 6.6 8.8 13.1 13.9 14.6 13.9 11.7 5.8 2.2 0.0 100.00

40+
66.4%

80+
16.1%

Number of schools and pass rate distribution

The graphs below indicate the performance of Gert Sibande in comparison with the other 3 regions.

GERT SIBANDE SCHOOLS 2011 MATHS PASS RATE
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Gert Sibande 100% 90+ 80+ 70+ 60+ 50+ 40+ 30+ 20+ 10+ 0+ 0 Total

Number of schools 6 8 6 11 10 24 16 10 10 8 6 1 116

% 5.2 6.9 5.2 9.5 8.6 20.7 13.8 8.6 8.6 6.9 5.2 0.9 100.00
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17.2%

OVERVIEW OF 2011 MPUMALANGA MATHEMATICS RESULTS

OVERVIEW OF 2011 MPUMALANGA MATHEMATICS RESULTS
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Number of schools and pass rate distribution

The graphs below indicate the performance of Gert Sibande in comparison with the other 3 regions.

NKANGALA SCHOOLS 2011 MATHS PASS RATE
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Nkangala 100% 90+ 80+ 70+ 60+ 50+ 40+ 30+ 20+ 10+ 0+ 0 Total

Number of schools 5 6 13 11 15 20 20 18 27 6 2 1 144

% 3.5 4.2 9.0 7.6 10.4 13.9 13.9 12.5 18.8 4.2 1.4 0.7 100.00
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62.5%
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OVERVIEW OF 2011 MPUMALANGA MATHEMATICS RESULTS

Number of schools and pass rate distribution

The graphs below indicate the performance of Gert Sibande in comparison with the other 3 regions.

BUSCHBUCKRIDGE SCHOOLS 2011 MATHS PASS RATE
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Bushbuckridge 100% 90+ 80+ 70+ 60+ 50+ 40+ 30+ 20+ 10+ 0+ 0 Total

Number of schools 1 0 1 4 8 14 15 15 22 24 11 5 120

% 0.8 0.0 0.8 3.3 6.7 11.7 12.5 12.5 18.3 20.0 9.2 4.2 100.00
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35.8%

80+
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OVERVIEW OF 2011 MPUMALANGA MATHEMATICS RESULTS

Mathematics Regional Resutls [continued]

I t  is evident that Osizweni ’s contr ibut ion has had a posit ive impact on the Mathemat ics results in the Gert Sibande Region.
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GMM School Support

Aimed at improving performance in grade 12 Mathematics, Science, Accounting and Life Sciences, the programme offers financial incentive and 
support to secondary schools in GMM, to conduct school-based learner support through additional sessions during Saturdays and school holidays.  

Project “A” Success

Project “A” is a programme introduced by Osizweni to ensure that the top 
learners from Grade 10 receive intensive and continuous academic support. 
This will enable them to attain “A” symbols in their Matric year end results. 
By achieving these results, learners automatically become candidates for 
bursaries.

The 2011 Gr. 12 group of Project “A” learners, were only enrolled in the 
programme for one year. Through their commitment and their enthusiasm to 
achieve, they managed to attain impressive results.
 
With a total of 29 learners, 28 passed with exemption and were all enrolled 
in various universities. The majority of these learners received bursaries, 
including 5 from Sasol.

Student Fellow Graduates

Implemented in response to the acute shortage of suitably qualified science educators, the programme awards full bursaries to suitable candidates 
to study towards B.Sc degrees followed by an education professional qualification. 

This year produces 2 B.Sc Student Fellow graduates, Mr. Sandile Vilane and Ms. Nomthandazo Khumalo. Both students will continue to study their 
Post graduate certificate in education. 

Sasol has identified Chief Ampie Mayisa Secondary and Kusasalethu Comprehensive as schools to receive additional help and support as they have 
consistently had poor results.

School Pass Rate 2010 Pass Rate 2011 +/-  %

Mzinoni High 45.3 78.7 33.4

Kiriyatswane Secondary 56.8 76.1 19.3

Sizawakele Secondary 50.3 65.8 15.5

Thomas Nhlabathi Secondary 72.6 86 13.4

Vukuqhakaze Secondary 47 58 11

K.I. Thwala Secondary 59.8 66.9 7.1

Thistle Grove Combined 67.5 70 2.5

Ikethelo High 67.8 70.2 2.4

Chief Ampie Mayisa Secondary 33.1 27 -6.1

Highveld Park High Secondary 90.3 83.1 -7.2

Osizweni Secondary 67.6 58.78 -8.82

Kusasalethu Comprehensive 46.9 36.7 -10.2

A.D. Nkosi Secondary 68.6 57.9 -10.7

Project “A” learners explore different careers in the Career Guidance Centre
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Educator Scholarship

This programme leads to formal qualifications acquired from 
recognised tertiary institutions. The programme offers scholarship 
towards ACE, B.Ed (Hons) and M.Ed qualifications in Math, 
Science and Technology to selected educators and Curriculum 
Implementers. The programme is aimed at enhancing educator 
skills and knowledge of subject content.  

The table reflects the progress of the Educators who are enrolled 
in this programme.

A total of 6 of our B.Ed Honour graduates are enrolled for Masters 
Degrees in 2012 and 2 are busy with their final thesis. Osizweni 
will be first to place educators with master degrees in mathematics 
and science within ordinary schools.

MST Awards

An annual event at Osizweni is the MST Awards. This award ceremony 
allows Osizweni to acknowledge and reward Educators and Student 
Fellows who have achieved excellent results in the scholarship 
programmes run at Osizweni. 

Special mention is made of Mr. A N Nkambule a curriculum implementer 
from Eerstehoek region in Mpuluzi, who managed to complete his 
Honours Bachelor of education in Mathematics through UNISA in one 
year and achieved two distinctions. Another mention is made of Ms. 
Nomthandazo Khumalo, enrolled in the Student Fellowship Programme, 
for her combined achievement of 71%.

National science Week

Osizweni Education and Development Centre have successfully run 
National Science Week, a Department of Science and Technology 
initiative, since the year 2000. Osizweni is one of the largest hosts of 
National Science Week and visitors to the event increase each year. 
In 2011 Osizweni hosted a record of approximately 12 500 learners 
and 370 Educators. 

Highlights at this year’s National Science Week included Sasol’s 
revamped exhibition, SAPS Dog Unit and the Osizweni Science 
shows. 

6th Science Centre World Conference

Hosted by the Cape Town Science Centre, the Southern African 
Association of Science and Technology Centres, and the North 
Africa and Middle East Science centres network, welcomed more 
than 400 delegates from 56 different countries to the 6th Science 
Centre World Conference in Cape Town on 4-8 September 2011. 

During this conference Osizweni received international and national 
exposure through the paper on ‘Agency, identity, and career 
aspirations: Outcomes of entry level science centre work’ that 
Osizweni’s Education & Learning manager, Dr. Rufus Wesi presented 
in collaboration with 3 international presenters.

Qualification No. Completed In progress Distinctions 

B. Ed (OLG-NWU) 4 - 4 -

B. Ed (NWU) 6 6 - 10

B. Ed (UNISA) 8 3 5 2

B. Ed (Wits) 3 3 - -

B. Ed (UJ) 4 2 2 -

M. Ed (UJ) 2 - 2 1

Total 27 14 13 13

Awards

Events
Ms. Khumalo proudly displays her awards
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Eskom Expo

Eskom Expo for Young Scientists is an exposition, or science fair, 
where students have a chance to show others their projects about 
their own scientific investigations.

Osizweni assists and sponsors the regional event held in Secunda. 
Osizweni also provides resources and mentorship to learners who 
enter the competition.

Peter Nyembe, a Project A learner form Kiriyatswane Secondary 
school reached nationals with his project on the medication reminder.
 
Inge Koper from Ermelo High school was our national winner and 
chosen to compete as an ambassador for South Africa at the  
International Science Fair in Taipei, Taiwan. She achieved second 
place honours in the Medicine and Health category.

Minquiz

Osizweni on behalf of Sasol, hosted Minquiz, a mathematics and 
science olympiad. Minquiz is organised by Mintek, a National Science 
Council specialising in mineral and metallurgical technology. Minquiz 
aims to foster excellence in mathematics and science at school and 
encourage interest in careers in Science, Engineering and Technology 
via a fun and informative curriculum-aligned competition. 

Osizweni’s team of four that represented Sasol Osizweni at the 
National competition comprised of learners from Hoërskool Secunda, 
Sizwakele Secondary school and Stanwest combined. Ntitiseng 
Moloi, from Stanwest combined, was awarded the Top Female 
Learner in her category. 

Sasol Techno X

The 11th annual Sasol Techno X, was held during the week of 16 – 
19 August 2011 at the Boiketlong Sports Centre in Sasolburg. Once 
again Osizweni exhibited and proved to be an exhibition that attracted 
a great number of learners with its inter-active Science exhibits and 
presentation on Space Science.

As one of the biggest career exhibitions held in South Africa, Sasol 
Techno X offers learners the opportunity to experience science in 
practice through exhibitions, workshops and lectures, as well as 
through site visits to industries in and around Sasolburg. 

Ms. Moloi achieved Top Female Learner in her category

Inge Koper proudly displays her award at her stand
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MST Aftercare
Osizweni launched their newest educational programme in February of 2011.

Implemented in partnership with the GMM eMbalenhle Library, this programme caters for the needs of Grade 8-12 learners, assisting them with 
challenges related to homework, assignments, projects and related academic challenges in Mathematics and Science. Learners are able to interact 
and consult with Osizweni staff members, science graduates and student fellows from Monday - Thursday at the library auditorium.

The programme was introduced in response to the enormity of support that learners must get in order for them to succeed in these critical subjects. 
Whilst it is not meant to replace the support and assistance that parents must provide towards their children’s studies, the programme was initiated 
in acknowledgement of the fact that not all parents are able to provide this crucial support to their children. It is therefore envisaged that the 
programme will go a long way in improving learner performance in local schools. 

News
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Departure of 
Dr. Rufus Wesi
Dr. Rufus Wesi, Osizweni’s Education & Learning Manager since 2007, 
left Osizweni in September 2011 to join the Sasol Inzalo Foundation.
When he joined the centre he was tasked with implementing the newly 
developed MST strategy. This included designing and spearheading the 
implementation of Science and Mathematics education programmes in 
support to schools and communities in Osizweni’s neighbourhood.
Rufus gave the MST strategy perfect shape and meaning in a manner 
we never envisaged. 

There is no initiative that ever succeeds in life unless it gets full backing 
and support. Osizweni is a formidable organisation today because 
we strongly believed in the educational programmes that he carefully 
initiated. Dr. Rufus Wesi used the words surgical precision to describe 
the depth and magnitude of impact of the educational programmes. 

Through his service, milestones have been achieved in the form of a fleet 
of Mobile Labs, a number of graduates in MST, world class Science and 
Career Guidance Centres as well as a new breed of educators trained 
through the Student Fellowship programme. 

We hereby take this opportunity to thank Dr. Rufus Wesi sincerely for 
his sterling service to our people in this part of the country and we wish 
him well with all his future endeavours. 

Hosting of 
Mr. Hideo Nakano
It is with pride that Osizweni announces a new addition to the team. Mr. 
Hideo Nakano is a volunteer from the Japan International Cooperation 
Agency (JICA) and joined Osizweni on the 18th of January 2012. 
He holds a M.Art and Sc. and is an experienced educator who has 
worked in many parts of the world including Zambia and Ghana. He is 
a senior volunteer of JICA and will also be coordinating workshops and 
mentorship on the Osizweni premises for other Japanese volunteers in 
South Africa.

Mr. Nakano’s stay stretches over a two year period. Programmes 
that he will be involved in on behalf of Osizweni include educator and 
learner workshops, National Science Week, Sasol Techno-X events, 
coordinating and training Osizweni staff and Student Fellows to run 
various activities.

We warmly welcome Mr. Nakano to Osizweni and our lovely country.

H Nakano

R. Wesi
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This centre is the province’s premier science and mathematics centre 
of excellence and Osizweni, in partnership with the Department of 
Education, currently is the main benchmarking facility in the GMM area 
and in the Gert Sibande District for Maths, Science and Technology 
(MST). What makes Osizweni so effective is its multi-pronged approach 
that targets educators, learners, university students, early childhood 
development phase and the general public, which ensures that its 
high quality interventions (through various educational projects and 
programme which includes two Mobile Laboratories; Model Lab; Career 
Guidance Centre; Toy Library; two Computer Literacy Centres and a 
Science Centre) are implemented successfully.

Sasol would like to congratulate Osizweni on performing excellently 
throughout the 2011 financial year and applaud them for making a 
tangible difference while delivering above and beyond on their mandate. 
Sasol, in partnership with Osizweni, continues to invest in science and 
technology education initiatives in the Mpumalanga province. One 
such initiative embarked on in March is the science and reading boxes 
sponsorship to 40 rural Mpumalanga Primary Schools. This initiative, 
running for 36 months, will equip learners in Mpumalanga with material 
they need to advance their science education while improving their 
literacy with additional reading resources. Osizweni will train teachers 
during this time to effectively use the science boxes as part of the 
curriculum. Sasol and Osizweni also participated in a Career Expo 

organised by the Standerton Department of Education, during the same 
time, to create an information platform for learners to broaden their 
horizons in terms of career goals and options.

In August 2011 Osizweni hosted yet another successful National 
Science Week with more than 12 000 learners attending. The Sasol 
sponsored interactive Career Guidance Centre was available for learners 
to equip them with an extensive amount of knowledge on career choices 
that will assist them in making the correct career decisions for their 
future. Other ongoing programme that made a visible mark were the 
MST Educator Scholarships and the Student Fellowship programme. 
Educators and Student fellows achieved admirable results in their 
respective scholarships and were awarded accordingly at the MST 
Awards ceremony.

The vision of Sasol’s corporate social investment (CSI) programme is to 
promote people-centred, needs driven and sustainable development of 
communities. Almost 50% of the company’s CSI allocation is ploughed 
into education initiatives aimed at community upliftment. By aligning 
Sasol’s projects to government’s development strategies, support to a 
higher purpose of sustainably developing communities can be achieved, 
with a meaningful impact. At Sasol we believe that education is the 
foundation of our country’s growth and education remains a top priority.

The Osizweni Development Centre has been proudly sponsored by Sasol Secunda 
since 1991 and st i l l  continues to serve as a perfect example of a community 
init iat ive f lagship which benefits the communit ies of the Govan Mbeki Municipal 
(GMM) area as wel l as the communit ies of the Gert Sibande Distr ict. I t is through 
this inst itut ion that Sasol contr ibutes to, and supports the Mpumalanga Department 
of Education on various ezducational programmes. 

s u p p o r t  t o  a       h i g h e r  p u r p o s e  o f  s u s t a i n a b l y
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The Osizweni Education and Development Centre, based in Secunda Mpumalanga is a centre with a difference. The mandate of the Fellowship 
programme is to find young students with a flair for Maths and Science from the surrounding communities and offer assistance to them to pursue 
their studies in a “mentorship hands-on” environment so that they may return to their communities as qualified Maths/Science teachers by becoming 
influential role models to the communities growing generations. 

Honeywell’s business culture, goals and activities are founded on this concept and in pursuit of sustainable development and advancement 
of previously disadvantaged communities within where its business operates and the sustainability of these programmes. The centre currently 
trains many scholars from the surrounding areas in Gert Sibande District of Mpumalanga. Honeywell therefore committed itself to assist Osizweni 
Education and Development Centre by sponsoring Maths & Science learners on a full scholarship with Unisa. 

This programme provides a full scholarship for teacher training through UNISA Bachelor of Science Degree in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry. 
This degree is then augmented by a post graduate certificate in education (PGCE) after completion of study. 

Honeywell is therefore committed to meaningful and sustainable social responsibility partnerships and adheres with great sensitivity to the economic 
and social needs of all people touched by our operations. 

Osizweni is an education and development programme in Secunda, Mpumalanga. The programme focuses on tutoring students in Mathematics 
and Science, two subjects identified by the national Department of Education in South Africa as critical to the country’s economic and skills 
development. Early in 2008 Dow donated a mobile lab to help facilitate practical science experiments to underprivileged students in the area thereby 
providing a more exciting teaching environment and inspiration for the young learners. 

The need for the Dow Mobile Science Laboratory stems from the fact that many underserved 
schools continue to produce very poor pass rates, with average symbols obtained in 
mathematics and the sciences being particularly poor. 

s u p p o r t  t o  a       h i g h e r  p u r p o s e  o f  s u s t a i n a b l y
d e v e l o p i n g  c o m m u n i t i e s  c a n  b e  a c h i e v e d ,  w i t h  a  m e a n i n g f u l  i m p a c t .
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GPS Co-ordinates: 26˚ 30˚ 46 S and 29˚ 04˚ 07 E

Glossary and Terms

E-mail: info@osizweni.org.za
Tel: +27 (17) 689 2006
Fax: +27 (17) 689 2011
Postal Address: 
P.O Box 6377
Secunda
2302
Physical Address: 
Old Bracken Mine
Embalenhle-Evander Road
Secunda
2302

Web: www.osizweni.org.za

M.Ed Masters in Education

M.Sc Masters in Science

MST Mathematics, Science and Technology

NGO Non-governmental Organisation

NSW National Science Week

NWU North West University

OLG Open Learning Group

PGCE Post Graduate Certificate in Education

SAASTA South African Agency for Science & 
Technology Advancement

SAASTEC Southern African Association of Science & 
Technology Centres

Sc. Science

TIMSS Trends in International Mathematics and 
Science Study

UJ University of Johannesburg

UNISA University of South Africa

Wits University of Witwatersrand

Term Definition

ACE Advanced Certificate in Education

B.Ed Honours in Education

B.Sc Bachelor of Science

COGTA Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs

CSI Corporate Social Investment

DEDET Department of Economic Development, 
Environment & Tourism

ECD Early Childhood Development

ICT Information & Communication Technology

GMM Govan Mbeki Municipality

Gr. Grade

HR Human Resource

JICA Japan International Cooperation Agency

MEC Member of Executive council

M.Art Master of Art

Contact Us


